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Get in shape with M-ShoulderPads by MUEHLMEIER:
Without MOQ Padding Products Selection or Individual
Shape Development…

Dear Customer,
MUEHLMEIER has a tradition of manufacturing ShoulderPads for more than 40 years .
The company has a rich experience in the selection of the best composition of materials and has
the technical know-how to create the right shoulder-flow and the desired stability.
MUEHLMEIER is your competent and reliable partner to bring your own style of power
dressing and volume look to life.

Choose between proven and regularly available NOS M-ShoulderPads or
new shape developments
The great choice of best-selling NOS M-ShoulderPads in proven fit and quality is readily
available without MOQ . You can choose from an extensive collection of innerlining or sewnin models and different shapes from straight (halfmoon) and Raglan shoulder lines.
This is not a collection of remainder or seasonal products, but a very attractive range for longterm use and in revolving production.
All NOS items can be ordered below 100 pairs per product in our Online-Shop. For bigger
industrial volumes please get in touch with our customer service.
We stand ready to develop new shapes with you. The minimum quantity is 500 pairs per
product.

Ordering samples conveniently
Visit our Online-Shop at www.muehlmeier.eu for samples and small bulk orders or just order
your samples here:

Order your samples here

“Let’s get together via Zoom”
Our customer-friendly support and reliability is crucial in these days of limited
personal visits and fair cancellations. That is why we offer a new communication channel where
we can interact with our customers.
We are now there for you in interconnected meetings via Zoom. Just get in touch and schedule
your personal appointment with our expert Tamás Bödöcs:
Phone No.: +49 9635 9219-27
E-mail: tamas.bodocs@muehlmeier.eu

Schedule a meeting

We are looking forward to your interest and your inquiry.
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